12si wiring diagram

We are commonly asked how to wire the Delco SI series alternators upon maintenance or
upgrading from an older generator. If you are looking for the no charge indicator light on the
dash to function as well, this should help determine which connection to use. The ignition
switch is most commonly powered from the starter battery stud, but source may vary
depending on application. With key on power is then transferred through the no charge
indicator light to the 1 spade on the alternator regulator connection. Depending on switch
circuitry there may also be a diode before the 1 spade to prevent the current when charging
from back feeding the ignition switch and not allowing unit shut down. The third spade
connection in this diagram is optional and will not be present on all units. This is one of the
three phase connections and is most commonly used to function electronic tachometers. This
connection is not necessary for unit to function even if it is present. The 1 regulator connection
must be off with ignition off to prevent battery drain. Alternator ground connection is the
casing, grounding back through bracketing and eventually through battery ground cable. Make
sure all connections, including battery ground cable, are clean and tight. Always use caution
when modifying a system. Share this post Previous post Next Post. Wiring Diagram. Collection
of delco 12si alternator wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined standard
photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as streamlined
forms, as well as the power as well as signal connections between the devices. A wiring
diagram normally offers information concerning the relative position and plan of devices and
also terminals on the gadgets, to aid in structure or servicing the tool. A photographic layout
would reveal much more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a
much more symbolic symbols to emphasize interconnections over physical appearance. A
wiring diagram is often utilized to fix troubles and making certain that all the links have been
made as well as that every little thing is present. Variety of delco 12si alternator wiring diagram.
Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image.
A wiring diagram is a sort of schematic which uses abstract photographic symbols to show all
the interconnections of parts in a system. Circuitry layouts are composed of two points: signs
that stand for the elements in the circuit, and also lines that represent the links in between
them. From electrical wiring layouts, you know the family member place of the elements and
also exactly how they are attached. Circuitry representations mainly shows the physical setting
of parts and links in the developed circuit, but not always in reasoning order. To review a wiring
diagram, initially you have to know what basic components are consisted of in a wiring diagram,
as well as which photographic signs are utilized to represent them. The common elements in a
wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cord and also connection, outcome gadgets, buttons,
resistors, logic entrance, lights, and so on. A line represents a wire. Cables are used to attach
the parts with each other. There need to be a legend on the wiring diagram to tell you just what
each color indicates. A series circuit is a circuit in which components are attached along a
single path, so the existing circulations through one element to obtain to the following one. In a
collection circuit, voltages add up for all elements attached in the circuit, and currents are the
very same with all parts. A good wiring diagram has to be practically proper and clear to check
out. Deal with every detail. For example, the layout needs to reveal the proper direction of the
favorable and negative terminals of each element. Use the appropriate signs. Discover the
definitions of the fundamental circuit signs and also choose the appropriate ones to make use
of. Draw attaching cables as straight lines. Use a dot to suggest line joint, or usage line jumps
to suggest cross lines that are not connected. Tag elements such as resistors as well as
capacitors with their values. Make sure the message positioning looks tidy. Facebook 0 Tweet 0
Pin 0. Assortment of delco 12si alternator wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified
conventional photographic representation of an electrical circuit. It reveals the parts of the
circuit as simplified shapes, and the power and also signal connections in between the gadgets.
A wiring diagram normally provides details regarding the loved one setting and also plan of
tools and also terminals on the tools, to assist in building or servicing the device. A
photographic layout would certainly reveal a lot more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a more symbolic symbols to highlight affiliations over
physical look. A wiring diagram is often made use of to troubleshoot troubles as well as making
certain that all the links have been made which every little thing exists. File Type: JPG. Source:
releaseganji. Source: rivercottagenews. Collection of delco 12si alternator wiring diagram. Click
on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A
wiring diagram is a simple graph of the physical connections and also physical design of an
electrical system or circuit. It demonstrates how the electrical cords are interconnected and
also could additionally reveal where fixtures and parts may be connected to the system. Use
circuitry representations to help in structure or making the circuit or digital device. They are
additionally valuable for making repair work. DIY fanatics make use of wiring layouts but they

are likewise usual in house structure as well as auto repair service. As an example, a home
contractor will certainly intend to validate the physical location of electric outlets and light
fixtures making use of a wiring diagram to avoid pricey errors as well as developing code
offenses. A schematic shows the strategy as well as feature for an electrical circuit, however is
not interested in the physical design of the cables. Wiring representations demonstrate how the
cords are connected and also where they ought to found in the actual tool, along with the
physical links between all the parts. Unlike a pictorial layout, a wiring diagram uses abstract or
simplified shapes as well as lines to reveal elements. Pictorial representations are usually
images with labels or highly-detailed drawings of the physical components. If a line touching
another line has a black dot, it means the lines are attached. The majority of icons used on a
wiring diagram look like abstract versions of the genuine things they represent. A switch will
certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cord, a lot like a light button you
could turn on and off. You may also like. A popular form of performance upgrade revolves
around applying current technology to older machines. Among the most overlooked aspects of
swapping late-model engines into early Chevys is upgrading the charging system. Since then, a
landslide of charging system and alternator enhancements have followed. We decided we
needed to focus our attention on some of the more popular alternator conversions and wiring
harness modifications necessary to accommodate them. We wanted to get input from a few
professionals in the world of automotive charging, so we reached out to Tuff Stuff Performance
and Painless Performance. On the back of GM alternators, you will find a two- or four-wire plug
along with a large output stud. The large stud is for the output wire connection that is
connected to the battery positive post. Even a stock replacement CSD will offer more power at
low speeds than previous models. Other alternatives that also work well. In nearly all cases,
alternators are rated by maximum potential-amperage output. This is not amperage delivered
while at idle! The original DN externally regulated alternator is probably not capable of much
more than 35 amps at idle. Back in the days of AM radios, that was enough to maintain system
voltage. We spoke with Mike Stasko, marketing manager for Tuff Stuff Performance, and he has
a recommendation. Late-model alternators are far more efficient at idle, so a stock amp
alternator might be capable of 60 to 65 amps at idle. Alternator rating numbers are generally
tested with the alternator at ambient temperature. Unfortunately, with the charging system at
normal operating temperature, internal resistance increases with heat, and the output drops,
typically by 15 to 20 percent. If you have an alternator rated at amp at idle, its normal operating
temperature is probably capable of only around 75 to 80 amps. The net result is a loss of system
voltage at idle. These are the four most common alternator connectors. If you are not sure
which alternator you have, the connector shape is a good indicator of alternator configuration.
To evaluate your charging system, try this simple experiment. With the engine idling at
operating temperature, turn on all the electrical components such as the headlights, blower
motor at full speed, four-way flashers, electric fans, and the stereo at a reasonable level. Then,
note the electrical system operating voltage. They need a minimum of All About The
Connections. This alternator DN , uses a flat, two-prong connection at the back of the alternator.
The other main connection on the alternator is the output terminal that charges the battery. The
main advantage of either unit is they employ an internal voltage regulator SI stands for system
integrated. But this is not a simple bolt-on conversion. The and SI units use a different two-wire
connector plug on the rear of the alternator. The Number 1 wire on the or SI is connected to the
charge warning light on the dash. The Number 2 wire is what is called the voltage sensing wire.
When converting from an external voltage regulator to an internal such as the SI, many
enthusiasts merely connect the Number 2 voltage sensing wire directly to the output terminal.
While this shortcut is simple and functional, it will not optimize the charging system. The
voltage-sensing wire is best connected closer to the battery. High-output alternators greater
than amp need a minimum of an 8-or-larger gauge charge wire to reduce resistance. The largest
is always better although clunky in appearance for minimal resistance for alternators putting
out more than amps. The main charge wire on the back of the alternator is eventually tied into
the positive post on the battery. However, this connection is often a long wire. This cable length
creates resistance that can be easily measured with a simple charging system efficiency test.
With the engine at idle â€” and several components like headlights, electric cooling fans, and
perhaps the heater fan, operating, compare the voltage readings at the alternator to those at the
battery. There will generally be a slight voltage drop at the battery of around 0. By locating the
voltage-sensing wire closer to the battery, the alternator can compensate for this slight drop in
voltage and maintain the overall electrical system at around 14 volts. With the voltage-sensing
wire connected to the output terminal, this half-volt drop is not measured and the entire
charging system under-performs. Singled Out. This is also a good place to mention one-wire
alternators. These aftermarket alternators eliminate the warning light and voltage-sensing wire

connections all OE alternators use. Voltage sensing is accomplished internally, which as we
just covered is one reason why one-wire alternators are not as efficient as a remote-sensing
alternator. Another minor disadvantage to one-wire alternators is the rotor in the alternator must
achieve a certain speed to self-excite. This usually requires the driver to rev the engine to
increase internal voltage to sufficiently excite the alternator to begin charging. But, you need to
be aware of this and rev the engine after it starts to ensure the charging system is functioning.
Remote-sensing alternators are capable of charging the moment the engine starts. Tuff Stuff
also sells a plug-in harness that will accomplish this based on whether the car has a warning
light or not. Among the available charging-system alternatives, you can choose to merely
upgrade to a higher output alternator within the same design as your existing alternator, or
update with a later model unit with more output. The simplest would be to upgrade your current
alternator. Retaining a DN with the separate voltage regulator might be a good idea for those
who want to retain the original appearance â€” for restoration purposes. The car retains the
original factory DN external-regulator wiring. This is the cleanest way to upgrade. As a less
expensive alternative, Painless Wiring offers a replacement CS pigtail connector that can easily
be spliced into place. A common charging system issue with older cars is excessive resistance
between the alternator and the battery. A quick test with the engine idling is to turn on several
electrical accessories like headlights and the heater fan. Then, test voltage at the rear of the
alternator and compare that to the voltage at the battery. If the voltage at the battery is within 0.
If it drops more than 0. All late-model alternators employ an electronic voltage regulator. If your
car is like this Chevelle and has a voltmeter or factory ammeter gauge without a charging
system warning light, a resistor must be wired into the warning light circuit. Essentially, the
resistor takes the place of the load created by the warning light. In factory applications, either a
charge-indicator light or ECM provides this 1 amp or less, switched volt source. Without this
resistance, too much amperage reaches the regulator and causes it to burn up. Note the
drawing shows the external shape of the connector as rounded on one end while the internal
shape is rectangular. So, with this resistor, under normal charging circumstances, you are
never putting more than 0. Of course, simply wiring the Painless connector to a warning light
accomplishes the same thing as the resistor, so one or the other is all that is needed. This is
true for all later model alternators with internal voltage regulators and is why Painless includes
the resistor in every pigtail conversion. We make this point because it is possible to purchase a
replacement alternator pigtail from almost any auto parts store. These are often less expensive,
but not packaged with a resistor. If you are using a standard pigtail perhaps pulled from a
junkyard vehicle , you need to know which wire is the voltage-sensing wire and which one is the
exciter wire that needs either a charge-indicator light or a resistor. This makes an excellent spot
for the voltage-sensing wire connection when this terminal block is mounted near the battery.
To keep this story brief, we have not taken a deep dive into physically mounting these different
alternators to various engines, as this can get somewhat complicated. With this review of the
wiring harness differences, updating your charging system should not be very intimidating.
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think you might like No thanks. Drag Racing. Engine Tech. There are many different part
numbers among model 10SI alternators. And the same was true with the model 12SI. Within this
feature, we have provided some information about these alternators, to assist with choice of the
best alternator for particular applications. There are a few aspects worthy of knowing about,
before choosing the alternator for your car. Please view our photos and read the brief technical
information provided, before choosing the alternator for your car. The photo above shows a
typical, used, model 10SI, Delco Remy built alternator. It was introduced on the Corvette, and by
most GM built cars and light trucks used this model alternator. It was an option with at least
some 70, 71, and 72 GM cars, although it rarely showed up in those years, except for on the
Corvette where it was standard equipment. Assembled with all original GM components, the
model 10SI alternator had a maximum output rating of 63amps. Output rating is determined by
the windings in the alternator, and not all model 10SI alternators had the same windings. There
were 10SI alternators with 37amp, 42amp, 55amp, 61amp, and 63amp ratings. The smaller amp
output rated alternators were installed on cars with no air conditioning, and few electrical
accessories. The 61amp output rated 10SI was very commonly installed on 8cylinder cars, with
factory air conditioning option. For luxury cars loaded with electrical accessories, there were

larger and more powerful models of alternators than the 10SI. The 15SI and 27SI alternators
looked the same, but were scaled up in size. They were physically larger and heavier, and
output ratings were often 70amp, 80amp, and amp. We do not recommend these physically
larger diameter alternators for high performance applications. They are larger and heavier,
which often makes mounting more difficult. Also, the physically larger alternators are easily
damaged with high RPM. Centrifugal force at the rotating parts will become much greater as the
diameter becomes larger. Also, when building a practical car to drive and enjoy, replacement
parts will be found more easily when using the 10SI or 12SI models, which were used on most
cars and light trucks for many years. The 12SI is a newer model alternator. The 12SI will be
shown and discussed a little farther down, in this feature. I want it right now! There are two
halves of the alternator case, front half and rear half. The mounting bosses are at the front half
of the case. And the electrical connections are at the rear half of the case. Four screws, spaced
equally around the case diameter, hold the front and rear halves of the case together.
Conveniently, the rear half can assembled to the front half at any one of four directions. Clock
position of the SI series of alternators is determined by viewing the alternator from the rear, with
the threaded mounting hole straight up. Straight up is , to the right is , straight down is , and to
the left as shown in the above photo is Having the different available clock assembly positions
provides for proper exit of the wiring from the alternator, in any one of four directions, for use
with different mounting setups. And the alternator could be mounted upside down, or right side
up. By choosing the proper clock position, the same model number of alternator could be used
for many applications. And it was. And the SI series is by far the most popular alternator
up-grade for the Muscle Car period. And yes, the 10SI and 12SI alternators have been cloned!
And suppliers to the alternator rebuilding industry can provide any part desired for these
alternators, including screws, insulators, brushes, bearings, voltage regulators, stators, rotors,
rectifiers, diode trios, and small parts too. After all these years, the Delco SI format alternator
remains very popular nationwide, and for good reasons it will be popular for years to come. It
has proven to be a very reliable alternator. It provides reasonably good available output, and
especially so at low RPM and idle speed, when compared to the older externally regulated
models. The SI series of Delco alternators are also the most friendly of alternators to take apart
for testing and replacement of parts. Yet if all that is not enough, the 10SI alternator is typically
the least expensive alternator and voltage regulator in the nation. The photo above shows a
Delco Remy built model 12SI alternator. Notice that the cooling fan at the front of this alternator
is visually different than with the model 10SI. The cooling fan provides a quick visual
identification as the model 12SI alternator. The fan is made of black thermoplastic, and has a
laminated re-enforcing metal shield at the front. These fans are strong and reliable, and they are
efficient, no worries about that! With the typical stamped, steel fan, which is found on many
alternators, centrifugal force at high RPM will bend the fan blades. The model 12SI was
introduced with models, and it continued into with some applications. Although not all model
cars were shipped with the model 12SI, some small cars were still equipped with the older 10SI.
By , many cars needed more alternator output than the 10SI could deliver. Many cars were
front-wheel-drive with transverse mounted engines, which required electric radiator fans. And
by , cars had at least primitive computers, often air conditioning, and other accessories too.
Engine compartments were often cluttered by , which made it impractical to use the physically
larger, existing SI alternators. The 12SI was built, with the same basic dimensions as its
predecessor, the 10SI. The 12SI could be had with significantly greater output than a 10SI. The
12SI also had a greater cooling capacity than the 10SI. The 12SI was assembled with different
clock positions, different pulleys were available, and with different versions of windings that
gave them different output ratings. The 78amp was popular as standard equipment on full size
car models, and many were built. Quite few high performance and deluxe models of cars also
came with the 94amp windings. The photo above shows a model 12SI Delco alternator, viewed
from the rear. Notice the increased air intake area with this 12SI, as compared to the 10SI. When
viewed from the rear, the greater air intake area is the most distinguishing visible feature of the
12SI. The rear view of a 10SI was shown in a previous photo, above. In the above photo, the
pulley and cooling fan has been removed from the front of a model 10SI alternator. The factory
built this model with a maximum of 63amp output rating. In the photo below, we will see the next
generation alternator, a model 12SI, which is equipped with a high performance fan. Compared
to the fan on the 10SI, the 12SI fan is certainly a high performance design. The ridge at the fan
fits just inside the ridge at the alternator case. The effect is like a shroud, or like a seal, which
will only let the fan draw air through the alternator. The 94amp model 12SI is about the same
dimension size as the 63amp model 10SI. Yet the 94amp model 12SI is capable of producing a
lot more heat than the 63amp model 10SI. The fan at the front of these alternators is an exhaust
fan. The fan draws air in through the opening at the back of the alternator, where the air will

pass through cooling fins at the rectifier heat sink. As usual with moving air through passages,
the same fan efficiency will suck more air than the fan could blow through. Cool air drawn in at
the back of the alternator will have a greater cooling effect than super-heated air! Also, watch
out for debris that can collect at the air intake , which will restrict airflow. The clogged air intake
should also be of great interest to anyone who might consider picking up a used alternator at a
salvage yard. Fiberglass hood insulators slowly deteriorate and fall apart. Long strands of the
insulator often collect at the alternator air intake like matted hair at a bathroom shower drain.
Add a very small amount of oil film, which is often present under the hood, and ordinary road
dust, and well, you get the picture; the air intake can be completely obstructed. And another
point about alternator cooling, the greater the AMP rating of the alternator the more heat it can
generate. In the alternator, current will flow through resistance at the diodes in the rectifier, and
also through resistance at the stator wire winding. In the case of current flow through the stator
winding, the outcome will be that when the AMP output of an alternator is increased by only a
few percent, the heat output will double in amount. The 0. And so with output increased from 40
amps to 60 amps, the amount of heat output at the same stator winding is more than double!
The significance of the previous heat calculations is that obviously when electrical power
output is increased, the cooling capacity should also be increased. Otherwise, the situation is
like installing a high performance big block V-8 engine, where a stock six cylinder used to be,
and leaving the six cylinder radiator in place. Therefore, amp output or amp rated alternators,
built upon a 63amp 10SI case design are not always a good idea. If the application does not
really need more than 63amps for very long periods of time, then the souped-up 10SI may live a
long life. Also, sometimes the side effect of increasing the gross output rating is that we get
increased output at idle and low RPM, which is good. If the application calls for considerable
output at idle speed, but not especially a high gross output; then the souped-up 10SI may also
live a long life. Burned stator windings are common, in applications that continuously require a
high amount of alternator output, and so are heat-damaged rectifiers. Some alternators are able
to constantly put out a fairly high percentage of their gross output rating. And there is a
powerful air conditioning system that must be supported. And there are two batteries to
maintain. And there are Halogen headlights on relays. And a security system that causes a
small drain when the car is parked. And there is a sound system with an amplifier. And there are
still more accessories too. At the time of this writing, the author has owned the car for about
twenty years. The Ranchero has been and still is a primary usage car. The alternator does get
freshened up periodically, when the engine has to be replaced or removed for service. At that
time the alternator at least gets new bearings, and about every other time it gets brushes and a
new Delco voltage regulator and diode trio. Originally, the car companies optimized alternator
output requirements for particular applications, depending upon exactly how the new car would
be equipped. With alternators original to particular cars, there are many of the same models of
alternators, but with different windings installed. So many cars came with the same model of
alternator. But the same model car could have different alternator output ratings, depending
upon what electrical accessories the car would have. However, there is significant difference
between 56amp and 94amp model 12SI alternators. Expect that with alternators from an
independent rebuilder, amperage output may be close, but often not exact. The independent
rebuilders do what they can to provide serviceable, and economical, replacement alternators.
The author has worked for major alternator and starter rebuilding companies, in younger years.
Primary duty at work was in the service bays, working on the electrical systems with cars; but
not at the rebuilding department. However, with enough time spent around those facilities,
general operation of the facility becomes very familiar. With the typical rebuilding operation,
work involves mass production methods. All the alternators in the batch are disassembled at
once, and the cases end frames are put in a parts cleaning machine. Small parts and large parts
are cleaned and tested. The surfaces where the brushes ride on the rotor are refinished. And so
on. Next comes the assembly phase. Cases are grabbed at random, and assembled with
rectifiers, small parts, and the stator winding assembly. Bearings are installed in the front case
halves, and then the rotors, complete with field windings are also installed. And by now the
windings, which determine the output, are all scrambled with assembly in different cases. And
when the large batch of alternators is finished, the output rating stamped on the case may not
match the version of windings installed in the alternator. The pulley is a slip fit on the shaft at
the alternator, be sure not to loose any spacer rings behind the pulley or behind the fan. The nut
used to secure the pulley is best removed with an impact wrench. Wearing heavy leather gloves,
hold the fan at the front of the alternator, and use the impact wrench to loosen the nut. Expect
that the later model 10SI alternators, and all of the model 12SI alternators will require metric
fasteners at the threaded mounting boss, and also at the output stud BAT at the back of the
alternator. Either pick up the hardware while at the auto parts store, or stop by a hardware store

if the correct fasteners will be needed. The author prefers only genuine AC-Delco
remanufactured alternators, which can be purchased at many independent auto parts stores in
the nation. However, other options are also provided. Get out the phone book, and look in the
yellow pages. There are many independent alternator and starter shops, in cities all over
America, and many will sell alternators directly to the public. These local rebuilding shops can
also change the clock position, and test output of existing alternators. And please be courteous
and offer to pay them for their services! Their work is not a get rich quick business, they are
spending
bosch nexxt 500 series washer parts diagram
viper 5901 wiring diagram
2008 volkswagen jetta fuse diagram
big bucks to equip and operate the facility. The author can verify that! Some popular
application data will be given farther down, below the table. AC Delco. They do not make
alternators. Nationwide, independent rebuilders and many auto parts stores have used the
Lester catalog system for years. The position is the most popular, because it fits passenger
side-of-the-engine, stock mounting, with Chevy engines. We know that the numbers above for
the position are correct, because we have used them to get the correct alternator, many times
before. There was a drilled hole, without threads, at the mounting boss. These are only common
examples, which the computer or catalog at the auto parts store should list. There will also be
many other GM applications that use the same alternator. No application was found. No
application was found for this output model at position. Watch out for metric nuts and bolts!
Electrical Tech. Work Shop Tips. About M. Output Rating. Clock Position. AC Delco Part.

